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Molecular Dynamics simulations:
A complementary tool to better model fluids behavior

C

lassical Molecular Dynamics simply consist in simulating the evolution over time of a set of model
molecules interacting with each other’s. From these simulations, it is then possible to compute all
emerging physical properties and fields of the simulated materials. These numerical tools have proved
usefulness both in assisting theoretical developments on thermophysical properties modelling and in
providing pseudo-experimental data in situations where experiments are difficult to perform [1].

I

n this presentation, we will focus on some fundamental and applied examples on what has been done
in our group with these numerical tools to better understand and quantify heat, mass and momentum
transfers at interfaces and in low permeability media [2-4]. These examples will concern slip at fluidsolid and fluid-fluid interfaces, modification of effective transport properties under confinement,
multicomponent transport, thermogravitation ... and will illustrate the possibilities, and limitations, of
the use of molecular simulations to enhance classical macroscopic modelling.
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Figure: Transport of gas through a type II kerogen membrane

